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FCLREWORD
This Technical Note was prepared from statistics compiled
by Antioch Ccllege, Yellow Springs, Ohio under AF Contract No.
18(600)-30. Research and Development Order No. 695-71, "USAF
Personnel Body Anthropometry," i3 the applicable project and
lst Lt Gilbert S. Daniel&, USAF (K3C), the project scientist.
Sincere acknowledgment is made to Mr. Edmund Churchill f
Antioch College who compiled and prepared the appendix of this
report.

INTRODUC' ION

The teindency to think in tsrms of the "average mano

Is a pitfall into which many pomona bluudor whtin
attempting to apply human bodr size data to aescign
probleme. Actually it Ic virtually impossible to find an

"averag mat," in the Air Force population
This is not
becauv. of any unique traits of this group ox men, but
because of the groat variability of bodily dimensions
which is characteristic of all men. It in the intent of
this Technical Note to point out and explain some of the
factors that lead to the difficulties arising from the use
of *average" dimensions and to indicate to some extent how
they mny be avoided.
The data on which this Technical Note is basc. are
the results of the Air Force Anthlropomtric Survey of
1950. There is, however, every reason to suppose that
conclusions similar to thase reported here would have been
reached if the same type of analysis had been applied to
body size data based on almost any grca-p of people.
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T-IE " AVERAGE R-%NK

The "Average a.an" in a very prominent figurc.
&t .. gvneral jle
tie
is uaed as an oversimplified means of describing the combined characteristica
of a .aried population. Thus we are presented with an "average mAn' who
is about 5 feet 9 Inches tall although the popuala'Aon he represents may
vary from under 5 feet to over 6 feet 6 inches in stature. Clearly, if we
were to 1o the 5 foot 8 inch dimension for the de-sin of &1 opening such ae
a doorway, we would ''.)r
%door through which the Oaveraeg man,
and indeed
all of the people who are shorter than average, ccld
pas.
ructe.
The tailor people, however, and these would represes,
;.o1
5 % o
population, wouli., have to stoop to avoid hitting their raeadr !.itop of the
doorway. Obvious as this example may be, it does illustrate that design
probiems require the application of human dimensional data beyond the oversimplified and Inadeqdate dimensions of the "average man".
Data published (1) by or available through the Anthropology Section of
t';. Aero Medical Laboratory make available the information needed by the
project engineer or scientist for the design of items where human dimensions
are of importance. These data extend the description of a particular dimension beyond the average and thereby make it posaible to select a suitable
range of the dimension as it oco'.us in the tot.l populations Such a range
ray, of course, be limited to serve the particular project In questions
thus if stature is being corsidered, a range of from 5 feet 5 inches to 6
feet 1 inch is shown to cover 90% of the Air Force population, the range
haviyag been trimmed to leave out the tallest 5% and shortest 5% of the men.
If th? % Information Is used to design a doorway adequate for men 6 foot 1
inch in stature, 95% of the total using group will be able to pass through
the doorway without hitting their heads,
While the use of average himensionu is generally unsatisfactory even
when only one dimension is being considered at a time, the inadequacy of
the "average man method is compounded many times when more than ono dimension to to be considered in a design problem, As an abstract representation
of a mythical individual most representative of a given population, the
ov.orage man' is convenient to grasp in our minds. Unfortunately he doesn't
exist. Instead of being the easiest individual of a group to provede for,
and the moot common, the "average man" is in reality a vei rare speeimen
and very hard to fit,
The fallacy of the "average man" concept to further illu:bratod by a
stludy based on body measuremxents made on over h,000 Air Porcr flying
personnel. From a total of 13' available measurements a smaller group,
all ueeful in clcthing design wvo RAxleatvd. (Measuremerts applicable to
o~hmr ;robltoms such as cockp't layout or meat design could equally weal
hAv* beoen .hoson; they vralO )Iave given much t.aO na.
results).
The records
of tho '4,00-0
um men '-,v
.han examined lr%soe now many of these men, !f
any. 'ould ae conviderod aver ge in all of the uelet.rd moasurcontR,

7he exact method of derivin this rarge is discussed in detail in the
At:eroix but for our lnmeldate purposc It is sufficient to state that
includee approximately the miAdle 30% of the total population, This i
considerabl:, mcre generous portiona of the gro'up than Is included by th
average values In ar attempt ta find an "average manu, the lapproxima
average" range of each measu-emant were used as hurdles in a step-bysample of 4063 men was examined for ste.tu
When the fll
elimination.
range of Oapproximatsly averagl"•
acceptable
the
only 1055 fell within
of the mon of "average" statw.^e
all
for
group of 1055 wau then culled
q
Only 302 of the group stil'l
chbst circumference.
also had "average
a
unttil
dimensionc
lavorage3
additional
Elim- nation wao continued with
v
and of 10 st.ops thsre was not a single individual remainiri who fell
This process of eliminatlor
the "averaga" range for all measurements.
gressed ma follows:
1.

2.

of th; original 4063 men
1055 were of app.oximately average
of these 1055 men
302 were als

aZ

3.

of the.ic 302 nien
143 wers& Also of approximately average

4.

of

5.

of theee 73 men
28 were

6.

of these 28 men
12 were also uf approximately averae

t

t-

of approximately average g

3ee0ve length

,hene 143 men
73 were also of approximately averagt crotch height
l o of approximately average torso circumf

qgL

=

7.

of these 12 men
6 were alzo of approxcimately average W-k aqgX2. L

8,

of these 6 men
3 were also 4f approimatoly arerage X

9,

10.

of theme 3 men
2 were also of approximately averswe

t

-

hg

of theso 2 men
0 were also of approximately average in

rof

1

step, :oo saasur.emauts made on one of the tw", men remair
As a firte'"
after the ninth stcp were exmi'ned. Of theco only 62 fel within tl,.
of the ri/dls 4V,of the total population; 29 were smaller(bolow the
and 9 wort decidedly high (above the 70th percentile). I
percenttl)
jarCo 1-oup of meaeirements aA.j on the other of thece two "most ziew
average" mcn showod much the tame patern,

Th OCI't-51-
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The exact meLhnti of derivine this range is discussed in detail in the
AnIendix but for our imed~t;.ot purpnsc It is sufficient to state that it
includes appr-ximately the middle 309 of the total populatione
This is a
considerably more generons portion of the group than Is included by the exact
average value. In an attempt to find an *average man", the 'approximately
average" rangs of each measurement were used as hurdles in a step-by-step
elimination.
When the fu11 sample of 4063 men was examiried for stature,
only 1055 fell within the acceptable range of 'approximately average
This
group of 1055 was then culled for all of the men of waverase stature who
also had "average" chbst circumference. Only 302 of the group still qualified.
Elim'nation was continued with additional "average* dimensions until at the
end of 10 steps there was not a single individual remaining who fell within
the "averaga" range for all measurements, This process of e!Auinlaton prnCressod a& follows:
1.

of Lhe original 4063 men
1055 were of approximately average Etaturo

2.

of these 1055 men
302 were also of approximately average chant

trjcumferency

3.

of thene 30Z men
143 werG also of approximately average sleeve leneth

4.

of these 143 men
73 were also of approximately average crotch height

5.

of these 73 men
28 were also of approximataly average trso

6,

7.

8.

9.

10.

of these 28 men
12 were ,also of approximately average

=

of these 12 men
6 worc alzo of appro:imately average

2

of these 6 on
3 were also of approximately average X

cicuference

ar

grance

e~n D

circuMLren-cj

of these 3 men
I were also of approrimately average
of these 2 men
0 were a)so of approximately average iu I

.

=&h.

Au a further step, 100 m6aw~remsete made or one of the two men remaining
after the rint- step were expmineds
Of theco only 62 fell within tl- renge
of the middle 4(,4 c thi, total population: 29 were esller(bolow the 30th
percentile) as,6 9 wart decidedly hiAgh (aoove the 70th percentl.1).
A
largo group of m(gAsiiremornte made on the other of rhone two "wool nearly
avertgel met showod ruch tin tame pattern.
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Thus it can be seen that the "average man" is a musl:ding anr
llusory
concept as a basis for design criteria, and is particual.rly so when more than
one diaension is being cqnsidered.
This Technical Note is not meant to d.scourage the project scientist,
however, but merely to point out that the "average man" is usually not
the solution to the design problem. Data are available which give a far
more accurate description of range of human variability In body dimensions.
A report is in progress (2) which fully describes each of 131 separa.z
measr--m-' ts of the Air Force fly.ng population. Wh"ile nc, yet available in
p-oblished form, the data of this report are available through the Anthr opology
Section, Aero Medical Laboratory, Wright Air Development Oenter, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio, for uso by government agencies and authorized
contractors. in addition, the Section can make available dimensional design
criteria for cases where more than one dimension is being considered at a
tLe. These multidimensional de3criptions cannot be published in advance
since each one is a separate problem in itself and the number of such
combinations of measurmeats approaches the infinite. For the benefit or
project enftneers whose problemq are in the mutidimensional category, custerdesigned solutiond are av.ilable through the Anthropology Section, WCRDB-2,
(Telephone 2-3230).
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Method of Deriving *Approximate Average'

Any definition of the "approximate average" is nece3sariiy arbitrary.
The statistical average of a measurement is so narrow in range that theoretically it includes only those Individuals whose measu'eaent i exactly
the same as the mean values In prctice this is expanded to include those
individuals who fall within the same class interval as the mean velue. For
inetanceiince stature is tabulated in i centimeter intervals,all of those
individuals who are within plus and minus one half centimeter of the mean
value would be considered average. This range would include le than 6.4%

of the total group and is far too restricting for actual application of
data. For the present purpose we have defined gaveragem wore liberally to
include all Individuals who fall within a range of plus or minus three-tenths
of a standard deviation of the mean value* This definition seems reasonable
on two counts:
1.

It results in the middle 25 or 30 of a group being classified
as approximately average on any one measurement.

2.

It provides for most measurements a value range which Is at
least the equivalent of a fill clothing size (over li inches
on chest circumference, over 1 inch for sleeve length, etc.)

Actually it was necessary to use lisits which were slightly different
and, in general, slightly wider thain those just described becauseo of the
form in which the data were available. Thu limits were net to the nearest
whole value of measurement, i.e., the nearest whole centimeter.
Table I gives, for each of the measuremonto uvsd in this studyo the
values of the mean and the standard deviation, the range of values taken to
to approximately average, and the number of men who fell within this rang.
701 descriptions of these measurements and of the men included in the
ample population can be found in VADC Technical Report 52-321 "Anthropometry
of Flying Personnel-l95O* (2).
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TABLi I

Std D

Stature

Rane

.

r

*N for Range

.2 "AverzR"

175.5 ce

6.2 cm

173.95-177.95 cm

1055

Chout Circumference

98.6 cm

6.2 cm

96,95-i00.95 cm

1023

Sleeve Length

85.5 cz

3.8 C

S3*95-86.95

cam

1253

Crotch Height

83.4 ca

4.4 cm

81.95-84.95

ca

1105

Vertical Trunk Ciro.

164.6 cm

7.3 ca

162.95-166.95 ca

1093

Hip Circumference (Sit.)

106o0 cm

7.2 cm

103.95-108.95 cm

1113

Neck Circumference

38.0 cm

1.9 ca

36.95- 38.95 c

1713

Waist Circumference

81.4 cm

7.7 cm

78.95- 83.95 cm

990

Thigh Circumfezence

56.9 cm

4,4 an

54.95- 57.95 cm

1114

Crotch Length

71.6 cn

5.1 ca

69.95- 72.95 es

1008

s3s

*Un

the original group of 4,063 meno
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AF Technical Report 5501 Humin Body Sizf in Hilitar'v Aircgt.n
Perscnal Equipment.
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AF, AM,

Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio (Unclasified)
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